Probing the structural basis and adsorption mechanism of an enzyme on nano-sized protein carriers.
Silica nanoparticles (SiNPs) are important nano-sized, solid-state carriers/hosts to load, store, and deliver biological or pharmaceutical cargoes. They are also good potential solid supports to immobilize proteins for fundamental protein structure and dynamics studies. However, precaution is necessary when using SiNPs in these areas because adsorption might alter the activity of the cargoes, especially when enzymes are loaded. Therefore, it becomes important to understand the structural basis of the cargo enzyme activity changes, if there is any. The high complexity and dynamics of the nano-bio interface present many challenges. Reported here is a comprehensive study of the structure, dynamics, and activity of a model enzyme, T4 lysozyme, upon adsorption to a few surface-modified SiNPs using several experimental techniques. Not surprisingly, a significant activity loss on each studied SiNP was found. The structural basis of the activity loss was identified based on results from a unique technique, the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, which probes structural information regardless of the complexity. Several docking models of the enzyme on SiNPs with different surfaces, at different enzyme-to-SiNP ratios are proposed. Interestingly, we found that the adsorbed enzyme can be desorbed via pH adjustment, which highlighted the potential to use SiNPs for enzyme/protein delivery or storage due to the high capacity. In order to use SiNPs as enzyme hosts, minimizing the enzymatic activity loss upon adsorption is needed. Lastly, the work outlined here demonstrate the use of EPR in probing structural information on the complex (inorganic)nano-bio interface.